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The cocoa butter (CB) is an essential major ingredient of chocolate and other confectionary products due to its specific physical and chemical properties, which makes the CB a high value-added product. Then the use of alternative fat with minimal changes on the crystallization behavior became extremely attractive in replacement to CB.  Food industries have been devoted on finding alternative fats to CB from natural matrices that are denoted as cocoa butter equivalent (CBE), and cocoa butter substitute (CBS). The aim of this study was evaluated the resistance of fat bloom on chocolates with CB, CBS and CBE stored at temperature cycling. Three differents chocolates were produced, first pure on CB, second with 10% of CBS and the third with 20% of CBE. The samples were stored under temperature cycling for six cycles or twelve days, were each cycle consisted on 24 hours at 20°C plus 24 hours at 33°C. The fat bloom formation was evaluated by visual analysis and X-ray Diffraction according AOCS Cj 2-95 (AOCS, 2009). Analyzing the results the chocolate pure on CB showed the fat bloom formation already on the third cycle confirmed by visual analysis and polymorphism. The CBS chocolate showed initial  fat bloom formation just confirmed by polymorphism after the sixth cycle, and no visual bloom was observed, which is a important result because of known incompatibility between CB and CBS. The CBE chocolate neither showed visual nor structural fat bloom, which could be happend due the higher melting point and fully compatibility of this fat with CB. These results are very positive because the chocolate with alternative fats was more resistance to fat bloom than the chocolate pure on CB which makes the alternative fats a good option for dark chocolate to increase its resistance to fat bloom formation.     


